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AMTRAC i 
I'rcdiction of nlinimunl miscibility pressure (N1\11') in miscible gas 
enhanced oil recovery (I: OR) sinuºlation depends on the ability of the equation 
of state to represent adequately the properties of components in the injected 
gas and oil mixtures over a vv ide ranuc ol, conditions. Inaccurate description ol, 
the properties \\ill undermine the predictive ability of the LOS model. The 
FOS can he used to calculate the NIMP by mo methods: numerical and 
analytical. Numerical methods involve 1-1) slim-tube simulation and mixed- 
cell simulation. Analytical method utilises the key tic-line length algorithm. 
The purpose of this work aims to understand the füctors which affect the 
calculation 01- M NIP fir pure C'U, injection using, analytical I: OS method. 
Since the method requires accurate characterir. ation of the reservoir fluid. 
different selection of F . 0S. 
different selection of the PA'"f properties to match 
and the different selection of 1OS variables to adjust may give different 
prediction of MNIP. Proper treatment of- these tacturs will reduce the 
inaccuracy Of the IVIN11' calculation from the EOS model. 
In this ýyork the läctors are studied by looking at three aspects: 1) the 
selection of' . ()S. 2) the necessary PVT properties that the FOS need to match 
in order to predict the NiNIP accurately, and 3) the tuning strategies which are 
employed to match the LOS model with the PVT data for subsequent 
calculation 0 1' \'1MP. 
This work attempts to investigate these factors by the 1ö11owing 
approaches: 1) comparison of available SOS's in a commercial PVT package 
and their performance when calculating MMP, 2) tuning the [OS to match 
selected PVT data and observing the predicted MMP from the tuned IFS, and 
;) comparison of diflcrent tuning strategies proposed in the literature to tune 
the EOS to match the experiment data and evaluating the tuned EOS 
vi 
calculation 01' MNIP. The selected kOS s 11or comparison studs are PR 
Pencloux and SRK Pcneloux. For the matchim, PVT property stud. the I. OS 
model is tuned to match the solution gas! oil ratio ((1OR). the liquid phase 
dcnsit\ and the oil 1,61-Illation volume Iäctor (I: V1' ). In the tunings ariahies 
stud. MO diIi1rcnt tunin`s procedures are compared. 
Ile results sho\y that Or a pure ('O- miscible gas injection scenario. the 
SRK Peneloux IFS can he used to obtain acceptable IN-INI prediction. 
Besides matching the saturation pressure accurately. matching the density is 
also required. It is also shown that using the tuning, variables such as critical 
temperature 1,. critical pressure P, acentric factor and the volume shill 
parameter can better tune the FOS Iiar accurate prediction of NINIP. 
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('I IAI' fFIZ 1: IvTIZ( )I )I '(' Il( )ti 
1.1 General 13ack(groun(1 an(I Motivation 
\fala\sia oil reserves Here declining, prior to 2002 but the trend is reversed 
11 ith the disco\ erg' of deepwater fields. 11o11'e1'er. 11 ithout any ne\v reserves 
addition and 111th the current rate of production. the reserves will be depleted 
11 ithin 19 1 cars (Sanlsudin et al.. 2005 ). In a matured exploratloll and 
producing, area such as Malaysia. enhanced oil recover\ (: OR) 
inlplenlentation is one of the ways identified to increase oil recol er1. FOR 
screening, studies conducted by I'1': TRONAS to identify kOR potential in 
\lalalsia indicated that about I I3sth additional crude oil could he recovered 
from Malalsiall producing fields through application ofE()R. It also identified 
miscible ('02 as the most amenable process (lain et at.. 2001 ). 
Among the aims in the design of C'0, miscible process is to determine the 
operating condition here it is sufficient for miscibility to occur between the 
reservoir fluid and injection "as. The percentage of recovery increases when 
both fluids achieve miscibility. First contact miscible (FC'N1) develops when 
the fluids are miscible in all proportions. Ilowyeyer. it is rare to find reservoir 
conditions that are suitable fir first contact miscible process as the pressure is 
usually very hiý,; h than usual reservoir pressure. Miscibility Ilia) also occur 
through repeated contact with the reservoir fluid in a multi-contact miscible 
(N1('NI) process. For design considerations. it is important to determine the 
111111111111111 111ISCibility pressure (MMP) of the MCM process. 
I 
The reason for determination of' MMM11' is that there is a balance between 
achieving high recovery and reducing production costs (Ahmed. 2007). lf'the 
injection pressure is too lom the displacement \\ould he two-phase 
inimiscible. I I' the pressure too high. the cost oC pressurizing the injected "as 
wwould increase e'en thouch miscihilit\ is achie\ed. 
Slim tube experiment is Conducted to determine the A1\1P. I1owever to 
model the interaction of 110\\ and phase behaviour ol' injection gas into a 
reservoir. a fully compositional simulation is required. The simulation can 
predict recovery and multiple development scenarios Ior economic analysis. A 
disadvantage of fully compositional simulators is that they require accurate 
fluid characterization by equations of state (vos) to model the phase 
interaction in miscible gas process (Ahmed, 2007) . 
I`urtliernlorc. the calculation is time-consuming and C'Ptl-intensive 
depending on the FOS 11uid characterization method lot- the particular [OS. 
Before the characterized fluid is used in compositional simulation. it is usually 
recommended to perform PVT simulations and compare with measured PVT 
data. Regression or I-OS t11111ng Is performed SO as to minimize the dil erence 
hetvveen predicted and measured values (Ahmed. ? 007) . 
Iloueýer. it, the tuning parameters of FOS were adjusted excessively to 
match the PVT data. it would lead to unrealistic results. This is known as over 
tuning of IFS. As discussed by Pedersen. 'I'homassen. and Fredenslund 
(1988). over tuning may happen if the fluid is characterized with heavy 
lumping and this can be avoided by proper compositional analysis and 
characterization of reservoir fluid. Therefore. to obtain a satisfactory 
prediction of' PVT data requires careful judgement on the part of the engineer 
and multitärious interplay between the choices of FOS. the fluid 
characterization method to he used, the selection of IFS parameters to be 
regressed and the fluid properties to be matched. Nevertheless. it comes as no 
surprise that the process of obtaining a match between the FOS model and 
actual PVT data is regarded as more art than science. 
ý 
With rc'-'ard to NAINiP prediction li-0111 ['. '()S. numerous authors have done 
studies on the methods to perlürm the arnalytical calculations of NINIP lister 
and more el'ficient. AV'an, -, (2000) and . lessen. Nlichelscn. and Stenbv (1o)9SI 
have introduced algorithm usiy key-tie We approach that minimise the time 
for 1NINIP calculation. Comparison studies have also been done to evaluate 
which NINIP experiments could determine the NINII' better. Ayirala. Rao. and 
Casteel (2003) compared the Vanishing lnterläcial -Tension (Vii) method vvith 
l'OS prediction and concluded that VII gives acceptable match with I: OS 
calculation. Similarly, . 
lessen and Orr (2007) compared the VTF method with 
slim tube experiment and IFS prediction and concluded that the lürmer is less 
accurate and reliable as it does not create the critical mixtures necessary for 
miscihilits to develop. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The purpose of this vyork aims to understand the lactors vyhich affect the 
calculation of- NINIP for pure CO2 injection using analytical FOS method. 
Since the method requires accurate characterization 01' the reservoir fluid. 
diflerent selection of- FOS. different selection of the PVl' properties to match 
and the different selection of- FOS variables to adjust may ýgiyc different 
prediction of NINIP. Proper treatment of these fäctors ill reduce the 
inaccuracy of the NINIII calculation from the l', OS model. 
1.3 Objectives 
The aim of this work is to analyse the effect of FOS selection- tuning 
parametcrs selection and selection of matching, fluid properties on the 1"()S 
prediction of purely C'O2 MM P. The justifications arc given beIoww: 
I. TO select F. OS IÖr pure CO2 MMP prediction 
Stalkup and Yuan (2005) studied the effect of havino two different 
EOS model: both using PREOS and both gave acceptable matching of 
the same PVT data but differed on the prediction of MNIP_ They 
concluded that ichievinp, a satislactcýr\ prediction of PV 1 data mth Lill 
1( does not necessarily imply that the I: ( )S predicts the MMP very 
\\eII. The Conclusion is reached 1,01- the PRI. Oti \\ith miscihle 
displacemcnt using, ý mixturc 01, methanc and nitrouen. Does it applý to 
the SIZKI,: OS as %ýcII'? What il'the miscible displacement is pure CO, '? 
?. 1-0 select matchim-, PVT data in the rcuression 
i\virala. Rao. and ('astcel (2003) compared iAIMl> from VII and I: OS 
calculation and noted that in spite of matching the saturation pressures 
with acceptable changes in IDS parameters. significantly different 
NI\IP predictions fir different tuning processes are obtained. They 
suggested the possibility of choosing another measured property to 
match other than saturation pressure in M- MP prediction. 
3. To select rcoressioýn stratcul\ 
Coats and Smart ( 1986) proposed using five variables of methane Q 
and W. plus fraction 12\ and Sal; and the methane plus fraction 
binary interaction coefficient (131C) of the pens-Robinson FOS 
(PRI"; OS). (Christensen, 1999), on the other hand suggested using the 
volume translation parameter in the plus fraction and tvvo most 
sensitive coefficients among 11. I', and (! ) of the Soave-Redlich-Kvvonuz 
FOS (SRKI[. OS). Pedersen. Christensen. and Azeenl (2006) noted that 
the practice of tuning, binary interaction coefficients (131C) to match 
saturation pressures might not alvVavs he necessary', even though it is 
sometimes eflective. All in all. there are no consistent variables to tune 
to match PVT data and more so MMP. 
1.4 Scope of NVork 
Purthermure. in order to locus on the questions. the scope of the work is 
limited to the study on fluid parameters matching. I'. OS selection and influence 
of regression parameters on the IMI' prediction. The work will not attempt to 
explore the effect oI fluid characterization and pseudo-component selection in 
4 
hredictin_ý NINIP.. \hcu-t lrom that. the : ()S selection is limited to PR Peneloux 
I. OS and SRK Peneloux I'. OS. The choice olthe pseudo-components is limited 
to 5 escudos Or a total of 15 components and the characterisation method is 




I his thýýiý is ur`, aniiccl into li% C Chahlcr;. irnIuQü»ýý this introllUCtil1l1 ChaI)tCr. 
Chapter 2 describes the extensive hackpt'ound on this thesis. I he 
]lllsclhilit% process. miscible drive mechanisms, methods for cstilllatnlg \1\11' 
and I. ( )S Iluid characterization. especially overview of'reservoir fluid analysis. 
pScudo-Component selection and tuning process are introduced. 
Chapter ; I0cuses on the methodologies and assumptions used to approach 
the research questions. 
Chapter 4 presents detailed description ol'the results obtained. lollo\\ed by 
discussions. analysis. and interpretations of the data obtained. 
Chapter 5 sununariscs the analysis and findings from the data as \\ell as 
sm-', -'estioms 
for future \\orh. 
J 
IZ CI lf'I'I: R 2: LI"II: R, ýýfII IZI: Iý: VIIýýý' 
2.0 Chapter Overview 
The process of miscible gas injection into reservoir often requires 
compositional simulator to model the complex phase behaviour. In order to 
make useful prediction. the 1-. OS model used must be characterized accurately. 
Several researchers (Pedersen. Christensen, and Azeem. 2006). (Whitson. 
1983). and (Raläel A. R \Villiam I).. 2002) have done extensive vwrk to 
develop Iluid characterization methods. Characterizing reservoir fluid is a 
tedious Work requiring insight and experience. Several questions need to be 
pondered to achieve tlºc necessary [: OS characterization required in the 
compositional simulation. The rest of this chapter vyill build the föundation of 
the research Work by addressing the I`6l1owing questions: 
I. I Io\\miscihilit" Lie\elohs during ýas injection in the reservoir'? 
?. What kind ol'phase behaviour will result from the interaction of' tile oil 
and injected gas at the prevailing, reservoir condition' 
T. What is the driving mechanism of the miscible process? 
4.1 low to estimate the MMP for the reservoir? 
I low to characterize the reservoir oil" 
6. What tuning approach will be applied to determine the LOS Iluid 
properties? 
6 
2.1 Development of miscihility and drive mechanism 
When subjected to fäß ourable conditions of, pressure and temperature. to,, cthcr 
v ith suitable Oil composition. CO, can achieve miscibilit\ mth reserýOir oil. 
This help to remobilize and produce residual Oil trapped clue to interaction 
between capillary pressure and interfacial tension. Lntrapment and movement 
of fluid in porous medium is kno\\n to depend on the pore structure of the 
reservoir. Iluid Iluid interaction (clue to interfacial tension (IF-1-) and mobilit\ ). 
and fluid rock interaction (influenced by \vettabilit\ ). 13v injections 
miscibility is achieved by reducing the Ii -I toward its lowest value. Apart 
from that. injection of' ('O, also reduces the viscosity and increases the 
sWelIin2 of the oil. Viscosity' reduction is often accompanied h\ small increase 
in eater \ iscosity which further reduces the water-oil mobility ratio. SMellirll-, 
of' the oil increases the I'eco\er\ factor since. fi' a uken residual oil 
saturation, the mass of the oil remainln`i in the reservoir and expressed in 
standard conditions is louver than if'the abandoned oil was CO, free. 
Metcalfe and Yarborough (1979) classify CO, /reservoir Iluid phase 
behaviour into two broad types according to the characteristics of the 
pressure/composition diagram. At temperatures above 120 F. vapour and 
liquid phases coexist. This loans the basis fir most fluid characterization PVT 
data. Iloweyer. \yhen the temperatures below 120 F. phase behaviour is 
more complex because some mixtures separate into equilibrium vapour and 
liquid phases. while others separate into two coexisting liquid phases and also 
three coexisting phases consisting of two liquids and a gas. (Campbell and 
Franklin NI.. 1955) did a study of' phase behaviour of C'O, /crude oil at logy 
temperatures and concludes that the transition tenlperatln-e from one phase to 
the other is influenced by the average molecular weight of the oil. In slim-tube 
simulation, knowledge of the phase behaviour of' the particular gas/oil system 
will help to determine the sensitivity to numerical dispersion in that system 
(. lessen. Stenb & Franklin M.. 2002). 
7 
\lisciblc displacement by ('O2 is ollen a multi-contact process. Repeated 
contacts bemccn oil and injected gas allow mass transfer of components 
which result in vaporisation or extraction of heavier hydrocarbons (C'5 - ('30) 
from the oil and concentrate them at the displacement front where miscibility 
is achieved. Besides CO:. multi-contact miscible displacements often involve 
the injection of". CI 0 or a mixture of hydrocarhon as. 
These solvents do not mix directly with the oil and often form two phase 
upon contact. It is possible to achieve first contact miscibility where the gas 
mixes with the oil completely. in all proportions. such that all mixtures are 
single phase. '1hds can be done by injecting solvents with internmediatc- 
molecular-. Iei. ht hydrocarbons. such as propane. butane and mixtures of 
liquid petroleum gas (ITG). 
I Iovyever. the pressure required is often greater than the reservoir pressure 
and the cost involved may oltset the benefit as the solvent used is too 
expensive to be injected continuously. Instead, the solvent is injected in a 
limited volume. or Of. that was small relative to the reservoir pore volume. 
and the slug in tun is miscibly displaced Wth a less expensive Iluid such as 
natural gas or Ilue gas. 
In actual displacement process. multi-contact miscibility (MLM) occurs 
through pure vaporising, ý or combined condensing-vaporising drive (CV) 
mechanism. To represent the process. pseudoternarv diagram is usually used. 
Based on the ternary diagram. the displacement is \1C\1 if either the injected 
gas composition (condensing drive) or the oil composition (vaporising drive) 
is located outside the region of tie-line extensions. During condensing drive. 
rich teas (richer in intermediate components than the oil) is injected and sonic 
of the intermediate components are absorbed by the oil and the oil became 
lighter as more gas flowed through it. Similarly. when lean gas (such as C'O, ) 
is injected. some ofthe intermediates in the oil are vaporised into the gas. 
Many of' the earlier methods to estimate MMP were based on 
simplifications or derivations of- the pseudoternary representation of the 
compositional space. Studies done by Zieh (1986) and Stalkup (1987) have 
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shove n the existence of condensiny viporisin, -,, 
driv e (('\') mechanism. With 
these lindimgs. ncvv methods were de eloped to account 1,6r the ('V drive 
mechanism usinýe cl'lcctive algorithms. The ncvý methods have supersede{ the 
earlier methods as the latter läil to honour the existence of a combined 
mechanism controlling the development ofmiscihility in real reserý(ir Maids. 
2.2 Methods for estimating 1i IP 
('urrentl% there are three methods to determine MMP: experimental 
approaches. correlations and equation of state (I ()S) techniques. L: xperimcntal 
methods include slim-tube tests (Wt'u and I3atveky. 1990), rising, bubble 
apparatus (R13/\) (Mihcakan. 1994) and vanishing intcrfäcial tensionF ) (VI 
technique (Rao and Lee. 2000). Numerous correlations to estimate NIMP 
based on the regression ol' slim-tube data were developed for screening 
purposes (I 'Al. and Silva. 1987: F. M. and Jensen. 1984: ( ilaso. 1980: Yuan et 
al.. 2004). Some ol'these correlations were used in predicting AIMP's ol'Pu' 
and impure CO, vyhile others treat the NPOP's ol'all other type of (,, ases. LOS 
methods can he I'urthcr categorised into numerical methods and analytical 
techniques. Numerical methods employ mixing cell models (Ahmadi and 
Johns. 2008) and 1-I) compositional simulations (Metcal1'c et al. 1971). Latest 
developments (Wang. 2000: . lessen. 1998.1-lua and Johns. 
2002) apply the 
analytical techniques to calculate \, 1MP*s for dispersion-tree displacements. 
II he advantages and drawbacks ol'each method are discussed in this section. 
2.2.1 Experimental Methods 
The primary experimental methods to evaluate miscibility under reservoir 
conditions are the slim-tube displacement and the rising bubble apparatus. 
Slim-tube method is the most common and has been accepted as the standard 
method to determine MMP. The apparatus (Stalkup. 1983) is made up 01'a coil 
usually 20-200 ft lone packed with sand or glass beads. The tubing lor the coil 
has it small diameter to ensure the displacement is approximately one- 
dimensional (I -l)). The tube should he lone enough for transitional mixing of 
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N1CAM flow to take place. The permeability of the slim-tube apparatus is very 
high so that the \vhole process remains approximately at constant pressure. 
The miscibility conditions are determined by conducting the displacements at 
various pressures or 'gas enrichment levels and monitoring the oil reco\ cº'\ . 
Then. the oil recover\ is plotted against the pressure. The minimum 
miscibility pressure is defined as the pressure at \\hiCll the oil recovery vs. 
pressure Curve shows a sharp inflection. Extremely low flow rates. lone 
lengths and Smaller diameter tubiW", are preferred to avoid the Lill 11[\ OLII-LIblc 
eflects of lingering, transition rune length and transverse compositional 
variations. IIence, it is very time consuming, and may take several weeks to 
Complete the measurements. 
Furthermore. there is neither a standard design. nor a standard operating 
procedure. nor a standard set of criteria Or determining the AIMPs vv ith a 
slim-tube (l. lsharkavvv. Poettmann and Christiansen. 1092). Several different 
criteria are used. among the \\ ell-kno\v n are: 
" Oil recovery of 90'! 4, at 1.0 pore volume (11V) ol'tias injected. 
" Oil recovery of 90% at 1.2 PV as injection. 
" Oil recovery of 9i",, (') at gas breakthrough or more thatl «)% at 
gas breakthrough. 
" Oil recovery of 94% lien the Baas-oil ratio (GOR) reaches 
4000 sclýbbl. 
0 Distinct point 01 1MIXlllll1111 curvature ý\hCll cumulative 
recovery of oil at 1.2 PV gas injected is plotted against 
pressure. 
" Distinct point of maxImulll curvature \ýhen recovery of oil at 
<gas breakthrough is plotted versus pressure. 
The non-unique nature of' the criteria leads to uncertainty in the estimation of 
M IM 1'. 
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In the risiným bubble (RH \) experiment, the \I\7P is inferred from the 
pressure dependent behaviour of rising bubbles. IN \7\7P is determined from 
the observations or changes in shape and appearance oC bubbles or the injected 
gas as they We through thin column Of crude Oil. 1 his method is considerably 
taster and cheaper and requires smaller quantities of fluids. compared to sliin- 
tuhe. I Im%Cyer. the interpretation is subjective in nature and little quantitative 
inlornlation (composition changes. interfitcial tension and displacement 
efficiency ) can he Obtained (l: lsharkaýyy. Poettmann and Christiansen. 1992). 
%hou and Orr F. (1998) have sho"n that RR. \ is suitable for predicting, 
\7MP's llr vaporising drives hut not ('V drives. MMP estimates obtained by 
this method are also prone to experimental errors. Therefore there exists the 
need for laboratory measurement to determine \7\1P quickly and accurately. 
\yhile heine quantitative. 
Recent laboratory method was developed which involves measuring the 
interfacial tension between the injected gas and crude oil at reserN oir 
temperature under v ar\ in,, pressures or enrichment levels of gas phase. Ile 
method is based on the concept that at miscibility. the interlitcial tension 
between the two phases (injected gas and crude oil) is zero (Rao and I_ce. 
2000). The NINIP is determined by extrapolating the plot between the 
interfacial tension and pressure to zero interfacial tension. 11(mewl.. tile 
method may not be reliable as it lacks the proper interaction of how "ith 
phase behaviour required to achieve multi-contact miscibility (. lessen and Orr. 
2007). 
2.2.2 Correlations 
('orrclatioils to determine RAMP is based on the reuression lit on slim-tube 
experiment data. To läcilitate screening procedures and again insight into the 
miscible displacement process. many correlations relating the MMP to the 
physical properties of the oil and the displacing gas have been proposed. 
Ahmed (2007) highliohted that any MMP's correlation should satisfy 111C 
lollowing criteria: 
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" : \CCllUnt f'01* euch haramCtcr l: nu\ý n to aflCct the \I\II'. 
" ße based on thcrnuoclý n. u1ºic Or plºý sical principles that allcct the 
miscibility 01, fluids. 
0 lie directly related to the III Lilt lllll-c1111tilct miscihilitýIlruccss. 
Althuu111 Tess accurate. these correlations are quick and easy to use and 
generally require Only a I'c\y input parameters. I Ience. they are very useful for 
a lust screening of a reservoir fur various t\ pes of `gas injection. They also arc 
useful \yhen detailed Iluid characterizations are not available. One slunificant 
disadvantage of current N'1MP correlations is that the regressions use NINIP's 
from slim-tube data. which tllellltiel\es are uncertain. Some correlations 
require only the input of reservoir temperature and the API gravity of the 
reservoir Iluid. Other. more accurate. correlations require reservoir 
temperature and the total (' Co contents of the reservoir Iluid. 
Recent dcv clopmcnt (Yuan et al.. 2004 utilised analytical theory I'Or 
NINIP calculations from LOS to generate NINIP correlations Ar displacements 
by pure or impure CO2. The correlation requires t'eserwir temperature. 
molecular ýýci ht of C,.. and percentage of intermediates (C, -C,, ) in the oil. 
Yuan et al. (2004) compared the correlation with experimentally measured 
NINIP's and Concluded that it can reduce error due to slim-tube utlcei-tainty in 
NINIP calculation Ior a diverse range of reservoir Iluids and temperatures. 
2.2.3 F. yuation of' States Nlcthods 
i'. OS methods to predict f\1NIP can he categorised further into numerical 
methods and analytical tecluniques. Numerical methods involve the application 
of I-I) compositional simulation and mixing cell simulation. Analytical 
tecltniduess use method of characteristics (MOC) approach to determine 
N'1\IP. Overall. these methods share one thine in common: they require 
accurate I; OS characterization of the fluid to calculate the IM N, 111. 
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?. 2.3.1 
.A rnucrrcal _llclhoc/. s, 
These methods to predict N, INiP include line , rid 1-1) compositional 
simulations and mixing, cell models. In the I-1) slim-tube compositional 
simulation. dilicrent -'rid-block sires with relativcly constant pressure are used 
to simulate the displacement process. The oil recovery at extrapolation to zero- 
dispersion (inlinite number of arid-blocks) is estimated for each pressure and a 
plot ol' recovery versus pressure is made. The \I\IP is estimated as the 
pressure at the point of maxllllllml curvature of the curve. Tile kli 
determined thong this method is affected by numerical dispersion if coarse 
, rids are used in the simulation. Consequently. to obtain a better estimate. 
liner `, rids should he used but this will prolong, the simulation time. Numerical 
dispersion occurs due to truncation error when partial differential equations 
approximations are used to represent the displacement process. 
\lultiple mixinL-cell models ere first proposed by 1Nlctcalic et al. ( 1971) 
and hay e been used to explore the mechanism of' multi-contact miscible 
process. It is a discrete model of* a continuous _gas injection process in the 
slim-tube experiment. The models are run with forward and reverse contacts 
(lash calculations. Repeated contacts lür a mixture of' equilibrium oil and gas 
injection (reverse contact) or a mixture of equilibrium Baas and reservoir oil 
(fiir\\ and contact) are calculated iin' if purely Condensing or purely v aporisinýg 
drive. The NiNIP is calculated to be the pressure at which the mixture becomes 
single phase (i. e. the gas or oil tic line becomes the limiting tie line at the 
critical point). A drawback \\ ith this method is that the calculations assume a 
purel\ condensing or vaporising drive. hence it cannot account for the effect 
of ('V drive displacements. furthermore. it is also susceptible to numerical 
dispersion and accurate NINIP calculation can be obtained by refining the cell 
blocks. 
Recently (Ahmadi and Johns. 2008) have developed an improved mizing- 
cell method that can mitigate the ef7ect of numerical dispersion yet simple and 
reasonably fast using variable number of cells and relies on robust P-1' dash 
calculations vyith any FOS. 
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_i.? ,l HcrlrIic ul 
ic'Chlrirluc. c 
Anal\ tical techniques using key tic-line based on method of characteristics 
( -IOC) were developed by IIua and Johns (2002): Jessen. NIichelsen and 
Stenbv. ( 1995): W1 anu and Orr M. ( 199$) to calculate \1\1P more accurately. 
Their \\ork have shown that three types of key tic-lines control the 
de\ elopment ol*miscibility in a multiconlponent system. namely' (i) the tie-line 
extending through the initial oil composition: (ii) the tie-line extending 
through the initial injected gas composition: and (iii) series of crossover tie- 
lines which has a point o1* intersection with tic line (1) and tie-line (ii). In a 
purely condensing or a purer' vaporising drive. the displacement IIIISclblllt\' is 
controlled by tie line (1) and tie-line (ii) respectively. For it ('V drive. 
miscibility is controlled by one 01' the crossover tie-lines. The MINIP is 
determined once these key tic-lines are limund lür a given pressure by 
extending the pressure in steps until one of the key tie-lines becomes the 
critical tic-line (i. e. the tie-line length's becomes zero as it intersects the 
critical locus ). 
Besides speed and accuracy. the main advantage ol'this method is that the 
estimated NIN11's are independent of' dispersion. However. the method still 
needs to address the difficulties in determining intersection of' tie-lines 
corresponding to compositions that are close to identical and handle miscible 
Sias displacement with three-phase flow ( LaForce and Johns. 2005). 
2.3 Equation of State Fluid Characterization 
Petroleum reservoir fluids contain several hundred different components. 
«hich are impossible to be handled by FOS models. The components can be 
categorised into two categories: the well-defined components and the 
undefined petroleum Fractions. which are the heavy compounds collectively 
grouped together and called the plus-I-ractions (i. e C70- Tile physical 
properties of the defined components are well understood. The critical 
temperature (I"J. critical pressure (I', ). and acentric factor (w) for each defined 
component required by the EOS model are readily available (Dandekar. 2006). 
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Ilovwever. for the plus- fractions the physical properties available are 
usually the lllole fraction (N9\V). and specific gravity (S(i). It is difficult. if not 
impossible. to obtain the critical properties e\pcrinlentally. I herefüre the 
fluids need to he characterized accurately for the [OS models to be able to 
simulate and predict the phase behaviour and physical properties of the 
reservoir fluids over a vyide range of conditions. Characterization of the plus- 
tractions usually involves the lollopring steps (Peng and Pope. ? OOI ): 
I. Splitting the fractions into a certain number ol' component groups 
called single carbon numbers (S('Ns): 
?. [. stimation of the psycho-chemical properties of the S('N by use of 
empirical correlation: 
3. Lumping ofthe generated SCNs into several pseudo-components: 
4. Calculation of the pseudo-chemical properties of these pseudo- 
components by use of mixing rule. 
5. Validation of I&S model against experimental PVT data to determine 
whether tuning ofthe I[: OS parameters is required. 
6. Tuning of the I: OS model by selecting suitable experimental data to 
tune to and selecting adjustable FOS parameters to he used to match 
these data. 
7. [valuation of the predictive capability if the FOS model. 
2.3.1 Characterization Process 
Reservoir fluid analysis from True Roiling Point distillation 01W) v%ill 
usually give the fluid composition up to C:,,.. Furthermore. compositional 
analysis up to C30. is possible. IIowcyer. it is time consuming and difficult 
analysis as the process conditions are not easily manipulated (I)andekar. 
2006). T111' compositional analysis is preferred in the industry compared to 
Gas Chromatography (GC) as the latter lack pertinent information such as the 
molecular weight and the specific gravity of the SCN groups required to 
convert the mass fraction to molar basis required for compositional analysis 
(I)anesh. 1998). 
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Plus-fractions in the Iluid compositions (('-. UI ,.. and U;... ) arc further 
split into SUN groups. This is because insufficient description of' the plus- 
fractions vy ill undermine the accuracy of the M' l' predictions (Whitson. 1983). 
I: urthermore. it is unlikely for any I": ()S model usinII a siMtle component fi or 
such plus-Fractions to adequately model the phase behaviour of the fluid. even 
vyith tuning. The splitting methods use distribution functions that honour the 
measured M\V and S(1. Several such methods were developed by Pedersen. 
Christensen and ; Azeem. (2006) and \\ Kitson and We (2000) 
To estimate properties of these SC'N groups. correlations such as those 
proposed by i'wwa (1084). (Whitson. IM) and Ahmed (2007) are used. These 
correlations are in principal function of the 1NI\V*. SG and the boiling, point 
temperature The properties estimated by these correlations (T,. P, and (+)) 
are required by the FOS model to run simulation and prediction of the phase 
and volumetric behaviour of the fluid. 
The SCN 11roups are then ýerouped or lumped together into several pseudo- 
components to reduce the computation time and storage requirement during 
simulation. The Optimal number of pseudo-components depends on the nature 
of the reservoir study A detailed multi-component model (say 24 
components) may be necessary to study displacement processes in more detail 
in a limited section of' the reservoir at the pattern scale while a levy 
components could be more applicable tier field scale. Pedersen. Christensen 
and Azeem (2006) states that lumping consists o1: 
1. Deciding what carbon number tractions are to be lumped into same 
pseudo-component. 
2. Deciding the mixing rules that vv ill mcraoc T, P,: and (1) of tile 
individual carbon number fractions to one 1',. P, and wo to represent 
the lumped pseudo-components. 
Several methods for lumping components into pseudo-components and 
determining their FOS properties vv-erc proposed. The simplest methods assign 
pseudo-components based on component mole fractions (Cotterman and 
Prausnitz, 1985). mass fractions (Pedersen. Rasmussen & Fredenslund, 1985). 
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ranýýýs in mulcCular \\Cil-lhtti (Whitson. 1951) and K-valucs (Ncx\lc; ýA: 1Z. C.. 
1991). 
Io extend the use of 1": OS to pseudo-components mixtures. mixing rule is 
used. The nlixifL rule can be employed to characterise the pseudo- 
components in terms of its pseudo-physical and pseudo-critical properties. 1 he 
selection of the mixing rule is as important as the lumping scheme since poor 
selection nlav result in si, -, nilicant change 
in the phase behaviour predictions. 
Sums ol' these mixing rules are proposed by I long (1982) and l. cibovici_ 
(io'el and Piacentinn ( 1993 ). 
2.3.2 Tuning Proccss 
1 he critical properties assigned to the pseudo-components may not reflect the 
actual phase behaviours Ii-om the l: OS model predictions. One of' the reasons 
is that the properties are only estimates based on the empirical correlations and 
mixing, rule, used. ConseguentlN. the correlations and the mixing, rules 
introduce some uncertainties and errors in the model predictions. Apart from 
that. excessive pseudo-irations may be necessary in some compositional 
simulations and it often deteriorates the quality of' the simulations to some 
extent (Pedersen. Christensen AL Aieem. 2006). Fherefüre to mitigate this 
problem. the parameters in the FOS model are tuned to achieve satisfiºctory 
match with the 11VT data. The experimental data used should he closely 
related to the reservoir fluid and the reco\ver\- process implemented in the 
field. Typical PVT data used for tuning include: 
" I)ilierential depletion test 
" Constant composition expansion test 
" S\\Clilllz(71 test 
" Constant volume depletion test 
" Multiple-contact test 
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" Separator test 
I. OS tunin_a is usually perlilI'll led usinýe manual adjustments through trial 
and error or by multivariate. non-linear reuressio11 tool. The tuning, variables 
are selected to achieve a match between the experiment and FOS model. Peng ý 
and Pope (2001) recommended using the critical properties (T, P, and cell oI' 
the plus liactions as the tuning variables. ('oats and Smart (1986) proposed 
adjusting the Q and Ski; of the plus fractions. Although tuning the variables 
are necessary to achieve matching. (Pedersen. Thomassen & Fredenslund. 
1988) cautioned against excessive tuning. where the variables are adjusted 
beyond the limits of physical behaviour as it nu* introduce unrealistic results. 
Apart from that. not all properties in the PVT data need to be Illatched 
accurately. ('email properties such as saturation pl-eSSLII-e and density are more 
emphasised than the other properties such as the %-factor and relative volume. 
I award this end. ('oats and Smart ( 1986) recommended a set of \\ei`ght läctors 
\yhich are assigned to each property based on its accuracy and measurement 
reliability. 
Several procedures have been suggested to perlornl tuning of ]. '()S model 
(Al-Meshari and McCain. 2005: Christensen. 1999: Rafäel A. and William D.. 
'1002). Tuning to match PVI' data is regarded as more art than exact science as 
there are a variety of procedures fir tunin(l. (Pcn. t & Pope. 2001) suggested 
categoriiinu the measured experimental data into phase-elluilibrium data 
(saturation pressures and K-values). molar and volumetric data (molar and 
volume tractions. and molar volumes). M\V-related data (mass density), and 
other data such as viscosity and IF t. Critical properties ottee plus-Inactions in 
the I'. OS model are used to match the phase equilibrium data and molar and 
volumetric data first. This is followed h1' matching the mass density by 
adjusting the M\V and finally the viscosity by adjusting the critical volllllle. 
Whatever procedure is tollowwed. the properties of the defined components 
are not usually adjusted. The adjustments are done to the plus-tractions. which 
have the greatest level of uncertainty. Apart from that. the tuned I-. OS model 
will only be valid for the pressure and temperature range covered by the 
experimental data. It should he noted that with proper EOS characterization. a 
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reasonahlc _'uidelinc is to tune as Il\\ \ariahlcs as possible and as little as 
possible to achieve acceptable Hunch \\ith the PVT data while maintaining the 
internal consistency amone the parameters. 
2.4 Chapter summary 
Ibis chapter begins 'yith the description ol' the miscibility process and the 
driyinýe mechanisms. namely condensing drive. vaporising, ` drive and ('V drive. 
NINII' prediction methods have to take into account the cflect of these drive 
mechanisms. Nlethods to estimate NINIP include experimental methods (slinl- 
tubc. RB, \ and VF, l ). correlations and LOS methods. which can be further 
categorised into numerical methods (slim-tllbe simulation and multiple mixing 
cells simulation) and analytical teCI111i111IC5. Correlation; are ýýenerally used tier 
screening purpose and more accurate NINIP can he obtained through sling-tube 
experiments. I loýýever. the experiment has no standard procedure to evaluate 
the result and time-consuming. For compositional simulation studies. the 
NINIP can be estimated through the I": OS methods. These methods require 
accurate characterization of the fluid to obtain a reliable estimate. 
Furthermore. some ol, the methods SLII Ier Iortll numerical dispersion it' coarse 
Ads are used. The chapter ends vyith the description of the I. OS 
characterization procedure beginning \\ ith the extended fluid analysis. 
compositions splitting and lumping and finally tuning process to match PVT 
data. The next chapter will describe the methodologies used in this research. 
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3.0 Chapter Overview 
I"hi, ý chaptcr N\ ill describe the approacltes taken in this research. ]'he rest ol'the 
chapter \ýill detail the experimental database used. 11uid characterization 
nlethlld. tumn`ý approach and NIMI' determination. 
3.1 Experimental Database 
In the open literature. the mailability of comprehensive fluid data especially 
experimental NINIP data is limited. Toward this end. , 
lauhert (2002) published 
a database (13 reservoir oils including their respective injection eases) 
consisting. of' the full compositional data. standard PVT experiments. swelling 
tests. and \lNIP determinations from slim-tube experiments. The data from 
sample . 11: 1; is used in this study as the 
injection gas is purely ('O2. HIC fluid is 
medium oil with 35.2° API, saturation pressure of 171 bar, reservoir 
temperature of .: 
77.55 K and slim-tube M-IMP 271 bar. 
The compositional analysis is Uivcn up to ('20. from the fractional trur- 
boiling-point (I'RP) distillation. Apart from that the specific gravity. 
nuOICcular %\ri"ht and the amount oI' each lica\ ý ColllllollCills ti'uttl C'? to C'19 
including the amounts of 1'131' residual (C-, (,. ) are also tabled. 
3.2 Fluid JF13 ('h. u"actcrizatlon 
fhe ChM-actcriration }n*ocedure by Pedersen. Christensen and Azeem (2006) 
\ýas applied to obtain l'. OS model from the compositional analysis data of fluid 
, II" i;. 
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T%\0 case studies. one using Pcnýg-Robinson Peneloux I'. OS (PRI: OS) and 
the other using Soave-Redlich-Kvwone, Peneloux (SRKI: OS) were prepared to 
e\aluatc the hl`1P predictions. In the Pedersen, Christensen and Azeem 
(2006) method. molecular vVcioht is related to the mole Traction throw-di an 
exponentially deem in'u, unction which describes the quantity of' fluid with 
respect to the molecular weight of single-carbon-number groups (i. e. discrete 
representation). I: urthcrmore. the choice of' pseudo-components representing 
the I'I31) cuts and the 1,13P residue is made by dividing the fluid into a number 
ol, pseudo-components representing equal mass factions. The case studies 
were prepared using a total of 15 components (defined and pseudo- 
components ). 
I'hc I-: OS characterization is perfiirmcd through these live steps: 1) Rase 
case Iluid models (1; components) are prepared fiir the respective I"OS's 
vv ithout tuning!: ?)I he base case is timed using non-linear reeression to match 
PV'I data: 3) ('omparison cases consisting of tuned base cases using tuning 
variables CF, P,. al. Qx. Qu. and k;; ) are prepared For each Ik. OS: 4) MMP's 
are calculated using analytical method for each cases: and. 5) The models are 
analysed by comparing, with the PVT data and experimental MMP data 
3.3 Tuning Approach 
-I-he characterized fluid may not be sufficient to represent the experimental 
data accurately. l herefore. the I: OS models need to be tuned by regression 
procedure to improve on the accuracy. In this research, the performance of the 
PROS and SRK[OS are evaluated at two stages: 
1. Pure prediction based on the deläult characterizations. 
I After regression of standard PVT measurements such as constant- 
mass-expansion experiments (CME) and differential-depletion 
experiments (DDE). 
Ifuninýa variables used in the regression procedure are listed below: 
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" the critical temperature T; of the plus-Inactions in the 
characterized fluid description. 
" The critical pressure I', of the plus-fractions in the Characterized 
fluid description. 
" The omeua's (52, \ and S? ) between methane and the plus-fractions 
of the characterized fluid description. 
" the acentric factor co in the plus-fractions of the characterized fluid 
description. 
" The binary interaction parameter (I:;, ) hemeen methane and plus- 
fractions of the characterized fluid description 
TO reduce the de"ree of f1"eedonl when tunin1-1 the two hast cast FOS 
models to the PVI data. the tuning approach is limited to involve columns of 
pseudo-components. That is. for exalllple_ the column of critical temperatures 
(i) is adjusted for all pseudo-components hV a common factor. 'I'hroutll this 
approach. the trends of' the original fluid characterizations are Improved. The 
critical properties arc adjusted generally hý less than 20 %Oile the binary 
interaction parameters may be adjusted to higher percentages. The regression 
module in I'VTSim is shown in Appendix A. 
Data re"ression is perlürnncd by using a standard ýlaryuard I. e cnher`ý 
algorithm. I'he experimental data (pressures. densities. and relative \olumes) 
ere assi; Onccl different ýveights in the regression process to reflect their 
relative importance. The factors were set to 50.10. and I respectively 
lür pressures. densities. and relative Volumes as proposed by ('oats and Smart 
198 6). PV1'Sim soft\\ware is used for the tuning process. 
3.4 \1X1P Calculation 
NIMP calculation is performed using, the analytical method. Details of the 
steps for 1\11\1P calculations are shown in Appendix B. 
? 1) 
3. ---1 Chapter tiunrmar) 
I he chapter gm es a brief outline of the general liamowork of the research 
problem. Discussions about the fluid data. characterization method tuning 
process and XlNII' calculation are _imen. The next chapter \\ ill fücus on the 
results obtained and discussions of the results. 
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4.0 Chapter Overview 
In this chapter analysis of the results are covered. It is shown that the better 
choice lOr I'. OS to predict CO, MNIP analytically is SRK Peneloux. On the 
other hand. reýa ding the matching", properties used in PVT data reeression. it 
is observed that matching the LOS model to density data uiyes better MN, IP 
prediction. Aside from that, it is noted that the tuning \ariables suggested in 
. lessen and 
Stenhy (2007) regression procedures would better match the 
experimental data and conscclucntly ýgiye better NINIP calculation. 
4.1 Selection of EOS 
Two . ()S models, one using PR Pcncloux and the second using SRK 
Pcneloux %\cre Compared in the first hart of this study. The base case models 
without tuning were characterized for both [OS's. Initially the compositional 
analysis with O components was splitted into SO SCN's before lumping 
scheme was applied to group the model into 1; components. Next the average 
critical properties of the pseudo-components \%ere calculated using the mixing 
rule as proposed by Christensen (1999). To facilitate calculation of NVVIP. 
each model was characterized with their respective injection gas using the 
same pseudo-components. T tilling of' the model to match with saturation 
pressure and other Purl' data were clone by performing regression on constant 
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III ass cX pansion (C'IM F) data an cl dilTcrential libe ration (I)I. 1`) clata. r\ppencliN 
(' , lions the critical properties of the 1-5-component model li0r the IT 
Pcneloux charactcrii. ation \\hilc Appendix I) shows the properties ofthc SRK 
I'enelou\ model. 
'['lie t1vo I: OS models were compared based on their matching to the 
experimental saturat loll pressure, the general trend of matching with other 
PVT data and the predicted MMP. TO obtain matching with saturation 
pressure. regression procedure by . 
lessen and Stenby (2007) was applied. 
Ilavine too inane tuning, variables vy ill undermine the predictive ability of the 
I-: OS. Therefore the degrees of freedom when tuning the two I. OS models are 
reduced by restricting the tuning approach to involve only columns of pseudo- 
components. 
I., since the heavier pseudo-components have large 
uncertainties in their Critical properties alter lumping, the tuning variables are 
limited to the T, and l oC these pseudo-components. Occasionally. in order to 
obtain a 2ood match with the PVT data. the volume shift and the acentric 
factor are also used as tuninu variables. I heretore, this results in a maximum 
ol, tour adjustable parameters. The reason this approach is applied is to 
maintain the trends in the original fluid characterizations. 
Tables 4.1 to 4 .2 compare 
how well both models calculate the saturation 
pressure and MMP after tuning. Figures 4.1 to 4.6 show the match of' the 
models to the experimental PV"I' data from CME and DLE tests. 
TO obtain a "ood comparison. all models were tuned to the saturation 
pressure. therefore the weight factor for the saturation pressure points for both 
the UMI', and the IM T data were set to 50. In order to match the PVf' data. 
the 11 and P, of the ('7,. QI.. Cia-. (I_. and ('57, of the plus-ffactions % ere 
adjusted by 20°/o respectively. The acentric factor and the volume shift 
parameter of' the same pseudo-components were also adjusted by 20% and 
50% respectively. These adjustments were the maximum changes allowable. 
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of CME oil density (kg/m3) calculated by PR Peneloux and SRK 
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of relative volume (VNb) calculated by PR Peneloux and SRK 
Peneloux EOS model for fluid JF13 at 377.55 K 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of oil FVF (Bod) calculated by PR Peneloux and SRK Peneloux 
EOS model for fluid JF13 at 377.55 K 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of solution GOR (Sm3/Sm3) calculated by PR Peneloux and SRK 
Peneloux EOS model for fluid JF13 at 377.55 K 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of DLE oil density (kg/m3) calculated by PR Peneloux and SRK 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of gas Z-factor calculated by PR Peneloux and SRK Peneloux 
EOS model for fluid JF13 at 377.55 K 
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Figure 4.1 _gencrally show both IFS predict the ('NIF. oil density and the 
relati\e volume with the same trend. hieb suggest that the tuninW variables 
were adjusted vvitlt the same factors. For the oil formation volume Ihctor 
OAT) and solution gas-oil ratio (Rsd) in Figures 4.3 to 4.4. it is sho\\ n that 
both F. OS over predict the data. The opposite trend is noticed liar the I)l. 1 oil 
density. where both IF: OS under predict the data. The poor lit to the oil IA'I. 
solution "as/oil ratio (Rsd) and 1)1. F oil density is due to the inherent 
dil'ticulty in nwtchinL, all the data simultaneously.. better match of the Rsd 
and I'C'I data resulted in a poorer prediction of the densities and vice-versa. 
Regarding the (gas %-factor. it is observed that the PR Peneloux model 
estimation is quite close to the experimental value. 
\\'ith reiard to the ". IM11' prediction. it is observed from the a\era''e 
absolute deviation (AAl)) in Tables 4.3 to 4.4 that the PK Pencloux model 
predicts the 1ýý1N1I' better than the SRK Peneloux model. 1lo\\ever. 11 the 
individual percentage deviation of each model is taken into account. it could 
be said that the choicc of \\hich I'. OS is better rest on the condition of whether 
the model is tuned to the PVT data or not. It is shown that for the untuned 
case. the IT Peneloux model (percentage deviation -2.35 °ý, ) gives better 
prediction than the SRK Peneloux model although the latter , gives better 
nmlchin_g ý%ith Other PVT data. 
With reýoard to the tuned case. the SRK Peneloux model Ipercentaýce 
deviation -5.2i ') predicts the MMP better. Besides having, lover deviation 
error in the matched saturation pressure. the SRK Peneloux model also gives 
better matches with other PVT properties. This is consistent with the 
observation oTthe untuned SRK PCneloux 111odIel. 
By Uhser\ ins,; the data. several questions Co111C to lieht: 1) Is it necessary 
to match the saturation pressure during the tuning before calculation the 
l loww does the matching of'other PVT properties influence the MMP 
prediction'? By comparing the deviation error in saturation pressure and MMI' 
calculation of the tuned case 1m both EOS model. it could be shown that 
accurate matching of the saturation pressure is indeed necessary for better 
o 3 
\I\II' hrcdicti0n. Furthcrnuu"c. It is also OhscrAccl that as a result Of accurate 
matchin" ut', ýaturation hrý. sýn"c. better matching 01-th< other PV I hruhýrtiýs is 
Obtained. \\hich intlucncc the MN1I' hreCIicti0n. 
File snudl deviation error in the predicted NINIP observed tier the untuned 
IR Peneloux model compared to the SRK Peneloux model may compel one to 
i'urther question \chether tuning to PVT data is necessary at all. B comparing 
the other PV'I properties in the PR Peneloux model for both the tuned and 
untuned case one may t'CaCII the conclusion that tuning, to PV-I data only 
increase the deviation error and subsequently reduce the accuracy 01' tile 
predicted NIMP. 
Nevertheless. recent vv ork by 1., iMuenu. Julius and Li (2005). Jessen and 
Stcnhv (2007): Stalkup and Yuan (2005) highlight this issue and suggested 
that including the NINII' data together with the black oil PVT data ma\ resolve 
the issue. Ilo\\C\er. this option is not explored Further in this \\ork due to 
limitation olthe soltýýare used. 
4.2 Sclection of matching I'\'T data in the regression 
I he discussion in the previous section raised the question of how does 
nm. atchini the PVT parameters aftcct the NIMM P prediction. This question is 
explored further by highlighting another question: Which PVT parameters 
Would most influence the NiMP prediction'' 
The answer to this question is approached by selecting \yhich PVT 
parameters to compare. For the benefit of discussion, the parameters are 
limited to the liquid phase densities (both from CMF and DLI: tests). the 
solulion vas/oil ratio and the oil linrmation volume factor (FVF). both from 
I)I. 1"; data. h ollowwing the characterization procedure outlined in the previous 
section, two FOS models are built with both using the IT Peneloux l,: OS. 
Initially all models are tuned to match the saturation pressure by usin_ the 
. lessen and Stenby (2007) procedure. Then, the first model is tuned to match 
phase densities data by using the volume shift parameter. Similarly, the second 
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model is tuned to match the solution zas/oil ratio and the oil FVF by using the 
1 and P, The tuning variables are applied to columns oC pseudo-components. 
For the %olume shift parameter, it is allowed to change by 50%. while Or the 
rest. matching is obtained by adjusting the variables by 20%. Particularly liar 
the oil 1-VF and the solution (IOR case. the \yeiýýht läctors liar these mo items 
were set to five to highlight their relative importance in the regression process. 
IFable 4.3 compares each tuninu objective to the saturation pressure. the oil 
density. the oil I NF and the solution (iO)R. I'iUures 4.7 to 4.10 show the trend 
liar each tuninýo objective against the experimental data. 
By observing the table. it can he said that matching the FOS model to 
Iicluicl phase densities data by tuning the volume shift parameter achieves 
heiter prediction of' MMP. The MMP deviation factor by tuning the [OS to 
match this data is only 0.33% as compared to the other tuning, objectives. It is 
interesting to observe that all the models where tuned to obtain an acceptable 
match oI saturation pressure (deviation error less than 1%). 
I to c er. when the MMP is calculated significant changes are observed in 
the results. For the model tuned to match solution (IOR and oil FVF. it is 
shown that the MMP deviated by 1.22%. This observation implies that 
achieving acceptable match of' saturation pressure does not ensure an accurate 
prediction of Ml\ P if the model is not tuned to match the liquid phase 
densities. 
Furthermore. it is noted in Figures 4.7 to 4.10 that there is a trade-off 
between achieving, an acceptable match of liquid phase densities data and the 
solution GOR and the Oil FVF. This is similar to the observation in the 
previous section. Ad Listing the volume shift parameters to improve the match 
to the density data would adversely impact the prediction of solution GOR and 
oil FVF. Similarly. adjList inoo the f, and P, would also result in poor match to 
the density data. The best fit acceptable Would he a balance between an 
excellent match to the density data and a fair match to the solution GOR and 
oil I: VI:. 
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Table 4.3: Experimental and calculated fluid sample properties for PR Peneloux FOS model (1) tuned to match (IOR. (2) tuned to match C\11. 
oil densit\ (: ) tuned to match oil 1'VF 
Density 1='I' at Rs at '%a ýDcýý Psat % Deýý ý, ö De\\ýIIýýIP ;% De\ % DeN 
at Psat Psat Psat AAD 
Experi 
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of calculated CME oil density by EOS model (1) tuned by 
volume shift parameter (Vshift) to match density (2) tuned by critical properties (Tc and 
Pc) to match solution GOR and oil FVF 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of calculated DLE oil density by EOS model (1) tuned by volume 
shift parameter (Vshift) to match density (2) tuned by critical properties (T, and PO to 
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of calculated solution GOR by EOS model (1) tuned by 
volume shift parameter (Vshift) to match density (2) tuned by critical properties (T, and 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of calculated oil FVF by EOS model (1) tuned by volume shift 
parameter (Vshift) to match density (2) tuned by critical properties (T, and P, ) to match 
solution GOR and oil FVF 
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4.3 Selection of rco; rcSslon strategy for NI1IP prediction 
Apart I, ronl investigating the influence of the selection of IFS and matching 
PVT data in the prediction of NINIP_ the effect of tuning variables toward 
NINII' calculation must also be understood. It is often said that tuning the LOS 
model to obtain an acceptable match with PVT data is more all art than 
science. This is due to the fäct that there are many strategies proposed in the 
literature (('oats and Smart, 1986: Jessen and Stenhy. 2007: I: ýgýýuenu.. lohns 
and Li, 2005) to select which tuning variables to be used in the regression. 
I loweyer_ sonic of the strategies are aimed toward ýgettinýg an acceptable PVT 
match vv hich is later used for generating PVT table in black oil simulation. 
Some others are developed for compositional simulation but only a tevy is 
aimed to match the PVT data for use in miscible flood simulation study. 
In this section. two such stratcuies are in estizated. The first is proposed 
by Coats and Smart (1 986) and the second is used by Icssen and Stenhv 
(2007). To obtain a match with the PV'l' data. Coats and Smart (1986) 
suguested tuning the lülloww inýe variables: 
" S2 ý and S?  tor thc hlus-Iractions comPonents. 
" 52; % and S2 of inethanc. 
" Hillary interaction cocl-licient. I:, hct\cccn the methane and C' 
Inactions. 
Jesscn and Stenbv (2007) suggested the following: 
" t\lolecular vv'eiýiht (M\V) of the C7. (adjustment up to maximum 
10%) 
0 I, and 11, of the plus-tractions column 
" Acentric lactor ºu and volume shill parameter for subsequent 
tuning. 
J6 
Two models are characterized vv ith PR Pencloux l : OS. The models arc 
tuned to obtain an accurate match of saturation pressure (dc\ iation error less 
than P%O. Next. the first model is tuned using, ('oats and Smart (1 986) 
strategy. S? v and K it of the plus-fractions and Q% and K it of methane are 
adjusted by 20%. The hinarv interaction coefficient. I:,;. bet een the methane 
and ('-. Il-actions is changed by 10"0. 
For the second model using Jessen and Stellt-)', (2007) strategy. molecular 
xveight is changed b 10°x,. It. Pc and w are adjusted by ? (1` i) and the volume 
shift is chan'cd by >0°/,. Those upper limits lin' F'() ,S parameter adjustment 
help to make sure the PVT properties are not changed beyond unreasonable 
values. 
Appendix F and Appendix F show the comparison of experimental and 
calculated data belorc and after tuning usinýe both strategies. Appendix (i and 
Appendix II sho\\ the NINIP calculation fir l: OS models tuned by variables 
from both procedures. 
Table 4.4 shows the comparison between both procedures and Figures 11 
to 16 show the matchinz to PV'l' data obtained by both. From fable 4.4 it is 
shown that better prediction ol, MMP can he obtained by using the . 
lessen and 
Stenby (2007) procedure. Since both predict the saturation pressure accurately 
(deviation error less than 1%) it is noted than in terms of matchini to PVT 
data. Coats and Smart (1986) procedure pcrtorms better. These are evident by 
looking at the properties shown in Figures 11 to 16. 
According to Pcn_g and Pope (2001) the better performance of C'oats and 
Smart (1996) method in obtaining, acceptable match to PV1f data is due to the 
fact that tuning the parameters Q, % and S2fn of the PROS is equivalent to 
tuning T, and P,. This condition is satisfied as long as the variables are 
hounded by sonic upper limit in order to guarantee a monotonic increase of "1-, 
and a monotonic decrease of P, as the carbon number increases. 
From Table 4.5 comparison between both models and previous models 
with dilierent 1OS from Section 4.1 is shown. 1-lere it is observed that the 
perlormance of Jessen and Stenby (2007) strategy to match all the PVT data 
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for NINII' prediction is consistent (deviation error less than IDY0). IlovvCVer. 
Curther observation reveals the SRK Pencloux 1-: OS is better in predicting, 
NINIP (deviation error -1.2 compared to the rest). This is consistent with 
the linýlinýgs in Section 4.1. 
Furthermore this raises the question of vvhvv NINIP calculation using 
PRI". O has more deviation error than SRKFOS. As the miscible process is 
using pure ('O,. Jaubert. i\vaullee and Pierre (200? ) highlight the let that 
PRI': OS has difficulty in predicting phase behaviour of mixtures containing a 
large ailiount of C( )2. This explains the reason of' higher deviation error in 
prediction of other PV' l' data for PRI? OS as vvelI as prediction oI' N1\IP. More 
over. this also highlight the l ict that when the injection as is 100 "o ('(),. the 
I": OS model should be characterized using SRK Pencloux F'OS fier accurate 
prediction of' MIM P. 
4.4 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter the analyses of the results are given. It is shown that SRK 
Pencloux is the better choice when predicting, the MMP analytically \yhen the 
miscible process is using pure CO-. PK Peneloux is not effective fir this 
situation as it has inherent \vcakness of' predicting phase behaviour of pure 
('O-. Apart lrom that it also shown that tuning the LOS model to match liquid 
phase density achieve better MMP prediction. Lastly. with regard to selection 
of tuning variables. it is shown that using the strategy proposed by . lessen and 
Stenbv (2007) could help achieve more accurate prediction. 
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Table 4.4: Experimental and calculated fluid sample properties I1or PR Peneloux VOS model (1) tuned using Coats and Smart stratei v (? 1 tuned 
using Jessen and Stenh\ strategy 
Density FVF at Rs at % Dev %' Dev % °/, Dev % De- MMP % Dev 
at Psat Psat Psat 
-ý Cxperim 
171.00 722.54 ý 1. _5 101.60 271.00 ent 
Coats & 171.30 0.18 670.11 -7.26 1.69 34.93 197.06 
I 93.96 349.96 29.13 Smart 
. 
lessen 
& 171. -47 1 0.28 657.56 -8.99 1.79 42.85 205.07 101.84 2_5 3.86 -6.33 
Stenbv 
J9 
Table 4.5: Comparison of'experimcntal and calculated Iluid sample properties with COS models from section 4.1 
Psat % Dev 
Density 
-% Dev 
I ý'1 at f % Dev Rs at % Dev hI1MP Dev 
Section EOS at Psat Psat Psat 
Experim 171.00 722.54 101.60 271.00 
eilt 
-- Coats & 
171.30 0.18 670.11 -7.26 
ýý 
1.69 34.93 197.06 93.96 349.96 29.13 
4.3 PR Pen Smart , 
Jessen 
R. 171.47 0.28 657.56 -8.99 1.79 42.85 205.07 101.84 253.86 -6.3 3 
4.3 PR Pen Stenbv 
Jessen 
& 
4.1 PR Pen Stenbv . 72 0.42 171 649. O8 -10.2 1.842 
47.3 208.4 105.1 247.96 -8.50 _ Jessen ___ _ ---- -- - -- - -- - 
, Vý-, 
4.1 SRKPen Stenhv 171.65 0.38 650.07 -10.0 1.846 47.6 207.7 104.4 256.76 -5.25 
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of calculated CME oil density by PR Peneloux EOS model (1) 
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of calculated relative volume by PR Peneloux EOS model (1) 
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of calculated oil FVF by PR Peneloux EOS model (1) tuned 
using Coats and Smart strategy (2) tuned using Jessen and Stenby strategy 
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of calculated solution GOR by PR Peneloux EOS model (1) 
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of calculated DLE oil density by PR Peneloux EOS 
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of calculated gas Z-factor by PR Peneloux EOS 
model (1) tuned using Coats and Smart strategy (2) tuned using Jessen and 
Stenby strategy 
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5.1 Conclusions 
This research'\as approached b\ ans\\ering the lolluw61g, questions: 1) Which 
FOS is better in \1\ll' prediction? 2) Which matching fluid properties bring 
more effect in \l\IP prediction? 3) Which 1: OS parameter used in tunine the 
equation influence NINIP prediction'? The main conclusions For each question 
are summarised below: 
I. tiCIerl iun of'' I": ( )ti 
" For pure ('O, miscible displacement. SRK Peneloux is bound to 
give better prediction of NIMP (percentage dc%iation -5.25 %). The 
PR Peneloux gives pour prediction (percentage deviation -8.5O "4O) 
as it has limited capabilit\ to predict phase behaviour of mixtures 
'\ith 11U1h amount of'('O.. 
"Accurate matching to saturation pressure is necessar\ to obtain 
accurate prediction of MNII' as ýwll as the other PVT properties. 
tilZh Penelouz is shown to have this capability. 
"A more accurate NINIL> calculation can be obtained when the I: OS 





Selection of' matching I'Vf data in the regression 
" : \ccuratC Illatch11111 01 saturation ln'csslll'c alone 
does not guarantee 
an accuratc prediction ul' MMl' il' the dcllsity data is not matched 
hro11crk . 
40 Volume shift parameter can be adjusted to match density. 
" Solution (i( )lZ and oil FVIý can be matched by adjustin11 T, and l',. 
" . \chicvinz acceptable dcnsitý match \\ ill result in poor lit to 
solution (iOR and oil I'VI'. The approach is to maintain a balance 
between excellent density match and it fair match to solution OOR 
and oil IVI . 
;. Selection of' coressiun sU'atcov tür lVlVll' Eýrcclicticm 
" The choice of tuning, variables to use depends on the tuning 
strategies employed. It is shown that tuning strateýg proposed by 
. lessen and Stenbv (2007) can be used to adjust the I'. OS model to 
t, ]%-c better prediction of NINIP. 
" Coats and Smart (1986) stratcgv is shown to match the PVT data 
better but the tuned FOS model gives poor NIN'11' prediction. 
S. 2 Recommendations 
'HIC lüllovcinu suggestions for further research are made: 
" The number of fluid samples can he extended in this study to give a 
better interpretation of data provided the compositional data and 
the PV'l data are available. Apart from that, type of fluid studied 
can also include gas condensate, volatile oil and heavy oil. 
" 'l'hc conclusions dra«n Irani this study are based oil miscible 
displacement by purr CO, injection gas. This can he extended to 
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include casc \\ith contaminated and impure CO, as \\ell as 
mixturCs Of'Othcr gases such as nitr0r2cn and IlltthanC. 
" The 11111uCnce ol' the number of' pseudo-componcnts in the M VIII 
prediction can also he studied. More pseudo-components mean 
lon, er simulation time as more flash calculations are done fir each 
component. Fills entails doing a lumping study to determine the 
optimal number of pseudo-components to model the 
proccss. 
miscible 
" I)iilcrent i. OS fluid characterization methods in the ß-1\1P 
hrcdiction can also he inv, esti"ated. This is to determine what 
characterization method is suitable for which 1. OS in order to 
predict the MMP. 
" Hic NINIP in this study is calculated using analytical technl1C1ne. A 
comparison study can he made to other methods such as 1-1) s11111- 
tube simulation and mixed-cell method to determine the accuracy 
of NIMII predicted in each case. 
" Study to analyse the influence of' numerical dispersion in the NINIP 
prediction using analytical technique can be made. This can he 
done h\ using the compositional simulation to model the slim - 
tuhe displacement using dil-lcrent grid resolution. 
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Appendix A: PVTSIM EOS Regression Module 
The regression menus showing the different options available for tuning an 
EOS characterization are given below: 
JP Regression 
Add/Edit data Selected fluid Plot data 
Data in Use Oil 
12345 ( GAS 12345 
rrrrr Saturation Point r r- rrr Sat P 
rrrrr separator rest `......... tjQ'ý`.. - rrrrr Sep test 
Frrr ConstyassExp Plus rrrr CME 
rrrrr Qonst Vol D epl `' Char rrrrr CVD 
rrrr Qüf Depletion F Save Tuned Fluid Ir rrrr DD 
rrrrr viscosity rrrrr Vise 
rrrrr Swelling 
Dý rrrrr Swell 
Cancel 
Injection Gas No injection gas selected 
Illustration 1: PVT data selection menu for PVTSIM regression tool. 
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4) "- ýi 
CA T l, 
_ 
-CAP Ac Im UV Cpm I ()mA OnB 















--- r o: r. oa 2C pc 2: 0a 2C 2X 20 aa n Da z7 Io_oa 23O 
ýt°" J 
vKaq 
LBC wdfinns r al rarar, 4 r e6 06 C. C. 1 
Illustration 2: Menu for EOS variables for regression. 
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I I. ('rcatc annothcr Iluid Iilc Ii)r the 111.1cction uas hv I, 011owinu steps towr to 
ten. 
I-. M Like surr the samr F( )ti is seleeted 110 1' the Whole I) rocedure. 
132: ('haraclcrization to same pseudo-components 
Belore doing NIi-II' simulation. the oil and injection gas need to he 
characterized to the same pseudo-components. This is to ensure that all 
injection , gas components are ! round in the reservoir fluid. If a gas component 
is encountered that is not lOund in the reservoir fluid. a message will appear 
with information about the first component in the injection gas not being, ý 
matched in the reservoir fluid. 
I. (To to "Simulations Explorer - Fluid - Same Pscudos" and press to 
open the " Characterization to the Same Pseudo-Components 
as shomn in Illustration ?. 
I Press "Select I-luid" button to select the oil and the injection gas. 
ý. Press "OK" to complete the characterization. 
133: NINIP simulation 
1. In the "Simulations Explorer press -Simulations- and select " N, IN, 1P'' 
in the "Reservoir- section. An " NINIP" window will appear as shown 
In Illustration I. 
2. Select the injection gas. Since the oil and injection gas has been 
characterized to the same pseudo-components. the gas entry will have 
the tag -Same I's 
3. Iý. nter the required temperature and press "OK'*. 
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Illustration 3: PVTSim input menu for fluid composition and properties 
® Characterization to Same Pseudo-Components 
fluds 
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Illustration 5: MMP simulation menu for PVTsim 
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Appendix C: Component properties for 1-5-component l'R Pencloux EQS model 
f,. 1 0; I V4,11 All Crit 'l C'rit P ACL'llI['1C N" l)tlll(l1 
I' 
C rlt V C'hcn ý)Il1CL'tl ý)illcý_'Fl 
L VI11lX/I1C111 , : \1V1 /l) 1V1V1 \\ L IJCIIJII\ ,, (ýý (41ý1ii1) Factor Th(K) (n7371701) (I]]? 111111) B 
(ýýýIl]3) 
ý 
--1. _) 1'. - N2 1.5728.014 126.2 33.94 0.04 77.4 8.9SE-05 06 0.45724 0.0778 
-1.64E- 
C02 1.126 44.01 '04.2 7 3.76 0? 25 19-4.6- 9.40I: -05 06 0.4572-4 0.0778 
-5.20E- 7.78E- 
cl 47.14 16.043 190.6 46 0.008 111.6 9.901, -0; 06 0.45724 02 
-5.79E- 
C2 6.876 30.07 305.4 48.84 0.098 184.6 1 1.451-: -04 06 0.45724 0.0778 
-6.35E- ' 
C3 5? 69 44.097 369.8 42.46 0.1 >2 231.1 2.031: -04 06 0.45724 0.0778 
-7.18E- 
iC4 1.386 58.124 408.1 36.48 0.176 261.4 2.63E-04 06 0.45724 0.0778 
-6.49E- 
nC4 3.644 58.124 425.2 38 0.1911 272.7 2.55E-04 06 0.45724 0.0778 
-6.20F, - 
iC5 1.708 72.151 460.4 33.84 0.217 301 3.06E-04 06 0.45724 0.0778 
Liquid 
Appendix (' (cun('): Component properties for l5-cumlwncnt I'12 Pcnclous F'Oti model 
I. iduia . Crit V C11cn COIII}ý011 ý Cri tI ( rlt P Acentric Normal Ollltýýa Ollltua ýlUl /o ý101 ýý t htllSltý (1173 11101 (1113 11101 
tllt (4, ) (hara) Factor Tb (l. ) A 13 (1iu llli) 
3.041: - -5.12 F- 
nC5 2.354 72.151 469.6 33.74 0? 51 309.2 04 06 0.45724 0.0778 
3.70E- 1.3917- 
C6 1.61 86 682.2 507.4 29.69 0.296 341.9 04 06 0.45724 0.0778 
6.29E- 1.55E- 7.78F- 
C7-C12 10.264 137.252 766.306 608 22.49 0.481 448.544 04 OS 0. -1572-1 
C13- 8.52E- 2.28E- 7.781-- 
C16 8.828 197.67 808.319 687.709 17.94 0.6665 53O. 12 04 
ý 
05 0. -157? -4 02 
C 17- 1. l 11: - 1391: - ý 
7.781: - 
C19 4.244 260.284 
- 
828.445 755.78 15.54 








-- - -- "- O2 C20- ý. 561": - -3.641: - 7.781: - 
C56 2.532 521.333 881.151 1023.02 12.27 1.1747 789.565 ' 03 I 05 0.45724 0? 
C57- 4.57E- -2.29E- 7.781: - 
C80 1.447 952.221 918.631 1328.8 10.98 0.5044 951.801 ' 03 04 ý 0.45724 02 
J3 










iC5 1 1.708 1 
I; Crit V C'hCn I Liquid CI-It T Crit 1' Acentric Normal 
mul (m0'mu 
omeýsa Omeýýa 
ýý101 Wt Densitý 




8.981: - 1). 2OE- 
126.2 3.94 0.04 77. -1 05 07 0.42745 0.08664 
9.40E- 3.0 3 E- 8.661 
30-1.2 73.76 0.225 194.65 05 06 0.42748 02 
9.90E- ". 30E- 
16.0-43 190.6 46 0.008 111.6 05 ý 07 0. -42748 0.08664 
1.48E- 2.63E- 
305.4 ; 305. ý4 -18.8ý4 j 0.098 184.6 04 
ý 06 I 0.42748 1 0.08664 
47.14 I 
6.876 
44.097 ! 369.8 142.46 0.152 231.1 I 04 06 0.42748 0.08664 , 
2.63E- 7.29E- 
58.124 408.1 36.48 0.176 261.4 04 06 0.42748 0.08664 
2.551_- 7.86E- 
58.124 425.2 38 0.193 272.7 04 ,_ 06 0.42748 0.08664 
- 3.061: - 1.091: - 
72.151 460.4 33.84 0.227 ' 301 04 05 0.42748 1 0.08664 
ý ý- ý ?. OiL- 5.061: - il 
5.269 
1.386 ý 
3 . 644 
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Appendix 1) (cunt'): Component properties for 1ý-componcnt tiltK Pcnclous FIOti model 
Component Mol % ý1o I 'W t 
nC5 21. ; 5-1 1 72.151 
C6 1.61 86 





682 .2 507.4 
C7-C 12 10.264 137? ý2 766.306 





4.244 260284 828.445 719.953 
2.532 521.333 8ä l. lý l 927.45 7 
C57-C'80 1 1.447 952.22 1 918.631 1 1156.81 
C'rit P 
(hara) 
Acentric Normal ('rit V ('hen Unrcua Omeýýa 
Factor Th (K) (m'I'mol) Im')niol) AIß 
ý3.7-4 I 0.25 1 ; 09.? 3.041-1-04 0. ý2748 0.08664 
29.69 0.296 341 
.9 
ýý ', 4 0.5921 448.544 
.. 70E-04 1.801ý 05 0.1ý7-ý8 0.08(16-4 
6.291----04 3.561`: -05 0.42748 
8.66F- 
0ä 








0.8989 584.888 1.111, -03 5.97-05 
4142748 02 
-7.82E- 8.66E- 
1. "? 81 ; MAW 2.56E-03 06 0.42748 02 
-254E- "ME- 
1 A274 ý 951.801 4.57F. -0; 04 0. -127-18 02 
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Appcndix I: Comparison ol'e\l)crimental and calculated data before and 
after 1 uniný 1% ith ('outs and Smart (19? 3G) tuning, strategy 








Before °4I)ev After 
tuning before tuning 
172.24 0.7 171.30 
after 
0.2 
Re l Vol Weight= 1.00 
V/N'h 
I'reswre 1: V1) Before '%. Uc% After I)ev 
ba a aloe Tuning before tuning after 
351.00 0.9740 0.9241 -5.1 0.9348 -4.0 
302.00 0.9810 0.9398 -4.2 0.9486 -3.3 
271.50 0.9850 0.9511 -3.4 0.9584 -2.7 
231.50 0.9910 0.9681 -2.3 0.9730 -1.8 
214.00 0.9930 0.9766 -1.7 0.9801 -1.3 
193.00 0.9960 0.9877 -0.8 0.9894 -0.7 
182.00 0.9980 0.9941 -0.4 0.9946 -0.3 
171.00 1.0000 1.0043 0.4 1.0012 0.1 
169.50 1.0020 1.0097 0.8 1.0070 0.5 
163.70 1.0120 1.0315 1.9 1.0307 1.8 
154.70 1.0300 1.0695 3.8 1.0720 4.1 
140.50 1.0640 1.1417 7.3 1.1506 8.1 
126.00 1.1110 1.2359 11.2 1.2534 12.8 
112.00 1.1710 1.3544 15.7 1.3827 18.1 
99.00 1.2470 1.4994 20.2 1.5408 23.6 
Density Weight= 10.00 
hg/111, 
Pressure xp Before %. Dev After %t)ev 
tiara value tuning before tuning after 
351.00 741.2900 672.5499 -9.3 716.9232 -3.3 
302.00 736.9200 661.3358 -10.3 706.5039 -4.1 
271.50 733.6760 653.5067 -10.9 699.2997 -4.7 
231.50 729.3950 642.0041 -12.0 688.8258 -5.6 
214.00 727.8020 636.4428 -12.6 683.8117 -6.0 
193.00 725.1630 629.2615 -13.2 677.3875 -6.6 
182.00 724.1130 625.2499 -13.7 673.8247 -6.9 
171.00 722.5430 621.0458 -14.0 670.1115 -7.3 
56 
169.50 720.9810 620.4567 -13.9 669.5928 -7.1 
16370 713.7760 618.1406 -13.4 667.5582 -6.5 
154.70 701.7540 614.4215 -12.4 664.3052 -5.3 
140.50 678.8870 608.2150 -10.4 658.9166 -2.9 
126.00 650.6180 601.3929 -7.6 653.0543 0.4 
112.00 616.9030 594.2659 -3.7 647.0016 49 
99.00 579.3740 587.0903 1.3 640.9863 10.6 
I)it7crcntial Depletion at 377.5,: h 
DV I 
tialllratioll I'rcý. urc Weight= 50.00 
tiara 
Tell li I.: '11 Before I)c' After %I) cl 
K %afuc Inning before tuning after 
377.55 171.00 172.24 0.7 171.30 0.2 
Oil 1AI 
I3utl 




271 50 1 231 
231 50 1 238 
214,00 1.242 
193 00 1.246 
182.00 1.249 





26.00 1 097 
1.00 1 000 
Weight= 1.00 
Before "/, I. D C After IeN 
tunin- before tunill- after 
1.586 30.1 1.579 29.5 
1.613 31.6 1.602 30.6 
1.633 32.6 1.619 31.5 
1.662 34.2 1.643 32.7 
1.676 35.0 1.655 33.3 
1.696 36.1 1.671 34.1 
1.706 36.7 1.680 34.5 
1.709 36.7 1.687 34.9 
1.563 28.4 1.546 27.0 
1.440 21.2 1.426 20.0 
1.337 15.4 1.325 14.3 
1.244 10.4 1.232 9.4 
1.166 6.2 1.154 5.2 
1.000 0.0 1.000 0.0 
Itul Weight= 1.00 
tiin'Itiin, 
I'ressure 4: x h Before %, l)eN After '% I)eN 
bara %alue tuninti before tuning afler 
351.00 101.6 186.7 83.8 197.6 94.5 
302.00 101.6 186.7 83.8 197.6 94.5 
271.50 101.6 186.7 83.8 197.6 94.5 
231.50 101.6 186.7 83.8 197.6 94.5 
214.00 101.6 186.7 83.8 197.6 94.5 
193.00 101.6 186.7 83.8 197.6 94.5 
182.00 101.6 186.7 83.8 197.6 94.5 
57 
171.00 101 6 184.6 81.7 197.1 94.0 
142 00 86.8 140.4 61.8 150.5 73.4 
112.00 72.0 103.2 43.3 110.6 53.6 
82.50 57.1 72.4 26.7 77.3 35.3 
52.00 42.0 44.6 6.1 47.2 12.3 
26.00 28.4 22.4 -21.0 23.2 -18.1 
1.00 0.0 
OilI)cnx Weight= 10.00 
kg/nr' 
I'rctiSnrc F, ýp licfurc SSI)cN Aftcr '%ADc% 
h: rr"a ýaluc UrniOg hcfur"c tuning after 
351.00 741 6000 672 5499 -9.3 716.9232 -3.3 
302.00 736.9000 661.3358 -10.3 706.5039 -4.1 
271.50 733.8000 653.5067 -10.9 699.2997 -4.7 
231.50 729.5000 642 0041 -12.0 688.8258 -5.6 
214.00 727.6000 636.4428 -12.5 683.8117 -6.0 
193.00 725.1000 629.2615 -13.2 677.3875 -6.6 
182.00 723.9000 625.2499 -13.6 673.8247 -6.9 
171.00 722.6000 622.9296 -13.8 670.5652 -7.2 
142.00 732.8000 655.0244 -10.6 704.0995 -3.9 
112.00 741.1000 6871158 -7.3 737.9954 -0.4 
82.50 749.3000 718.0885 -4.2 770.9680 2.9 
52.00 759.5000 750.3826 -1.2 805.5089 6.1 
26.00 768.2000 779.9085 1.5 837.1167 9.0 
1.00 790.2000 877.2794 11.0 933.7908 18.2 
Factor Weight= 1.00 
(. 'a's 
I' re\\ 11 I-C I": x p 13efore %I) After %I)cv 
tiara 'aluc tuning before tuning after 
142.00 0.833 0.880 5.7 0.863 3.6 
112.00 0.844 0.887 5.0 0.874 3.5 
82.50 0.859 0.899 4.6 0.890 3.6 
52.00 0.883 0.918 3.9 0.913 3.4 
26.00 0.911 0.940 3.2 0.939 3.1 
1.00 1.000 0.990 -1.0 0.990 -1.0 
Las1 Staoc is a Standard Slal; c 
(: cncral Regression Results 
4.379E- 
Object function before tuning 01 
59 
3.036E- 
Object function after tuning 01 
Corr fac 1 Omega A PR Max adjustment: 10.00%. 
Before tuning After tuning %Adjustment 
C7-C12 0.45724 0.47936 4.839 
C13-C15 0.45724 0.47936 4.839 
C16-C19 0.45724 0.47936 4.839 
C20-C56 0.45724 0.47936 4.839 
C57-C80 0.45724 0.47936 4.839 
Corr fac 2 Omega A PR. Max adjustment: 10.00%. 
Before tuning After tuning %Adjustment 
Cl 0.45724 0.45807 0.181 
Corr fac 3: Omega B PR. Max adjustment: 10.00%. 
Before tuning After tuning %Adjustment 
C7-C12 0.07780 0.07441 -4.357 
C13-C15 007780 0.07441 -4.357 
C16-C19 0.07780 0.07441 -4.357 
C20-C56 0.07780 0.07441 -4.357 
C57-C80 0.07780 0.07441 -4.357 
Corr fac 4. Omega B PR. Max adjustment: 10.00%. 
Before tuning After tuning %Adjustment 
Cl 0.07780 0.07002 -10.000 







































Appendix F: ('onºlºarison of experimental and ealculated data before and 
ýi ith . lessen and 
Stenh\ (2007) tuning; strateg; ý after timing 
( nn0: uil Nl; i%ti F-yansion al 377. -55 K 
('N1F: 
tialuraliun I'rc%surc Weight= 50.00 
Ir: rra 
fcnrlr [A 1º licforc '%, I)cv Aficr I)c% 
ýalue tuning, hcfofc tuniný aller 
377 55 171.00 172.24 0.7 171.47 0.3 
Itcl Vol Weight= 1.00 
V/Vb 
VreS\IIre I: \1) Before '%Dc% Atier I)e% 
hara 'aluc tuning before tuninf, after 
351 00 09740 0.9241 -5.1 0.9185 -5.7 
302.00 0.9810 0.9398 -4.2 0.9352 -4.7 
271.50 0.9850 0.9511 -3.4 0.9472 -3.8 
231.50 0.9910 0.9681 -2.3 0.9654 -2.6 
214.00 0.9930 0.9766 -1.7 0.9744 -1.9 
193.00 0.9960 0.9877 -0.8 0.9863 -1.0 
182.00 0.9980 0.9941 -0.4 0.9931 -0.5 
171.00 1.0000 1.0043 0.4 1.0018 0.2 
169.50 1.0020 1.0097 0.8 1.0075 0.5 
163.70 1.0120 1.0315 1.9 1.0307 1.8 
154.70 1.0300 1.0695 3.8 1.0710 4.0 
140.50 1.0640 1.1417 7.3 1.1477 7.9 
126.00 1.1110 1.2359 11.2 1.2476 12.3 
112.00 1.1710 1.3544 15.7 1.3731 17.3 
99.00 1.2470 1.4994 20.2 1.5267 22.4 
t)cn, itý Weight= 10.00 
I. 4/ni' 
I ICS%urc E-, Iº 13eforc %Ucý Aftcr ", d)e% 
Iºara valuc tuning before tuning; after 
351.00 741.2900 672.5499 -9.3 716.1202 -3.4 
302.00 736.9200 661.3358 -10.3 703.3487 -4.6 
271.50 733.6760 653.5067 -10.9 694.4405 -5.3 
231.50 729.3950 642.0041 -12.0 681.3633 -6.6 
214.00 727.8020 636.4428 -12.6 675.0448 -7.2 
193.00 725.1630 629.2615 -13.2 666.8892 -8.0 
182.00 724.1130 625.2499 -13.7 662.3348 -8.5 
171.00 722.5430 621.0458 -14.0 657.5627 -9.0 
169.50 720.9810 620.4567 -13.9 656.8940 -8.9 
61 
163.70 713.7760 618.1406 -13.4 654.2656 -8.3 
154.70 701.7540 614.4215 -12.4 650.0453 -7.4 
140.50 678.8870 608.2150 -10.4 643.0033 -5.3 
126.00 650.6180 601.3929 -7.6 635.2639 -2.4 
112.00 616.9030 594.2659 -3.7 627.1785 1.7 
99.00 579.3740 587.0903 13 619.0372 6.8 
1)il7ercntial 1)clilcliom al 37?. 5; K 
I)V. I. 
tiaturatiou' I'ressurc Weight= 50.00 
Iris 
I'ciulr I: \lr Before '%, 1)eN After %l)ev 
K %: alue tuning before tuning after 
377.55 171 00 172.24 07 171.47 0.3 
Oil FyI Weight= 1.00 
Boo 
Pressure I: \h Before '%. Dcv After %. Dev 
liana value tuning before tuning after 
351 00 1.219 1.586 30.1 1.643 34.8 
302.00 1.226 1.613 31.6 1.673 36.5 
271 50 1.231 1 633 32.6 1.695 37.7 
231.50 1.238 1.662 34.2 1.727 39.5 
214.00 1.242 1.676 35.0 1.744 40.4 
193.00 1.246 1 696 361 1.765 41.7 
182.00 1.249 1.706 36.7 1.777 42.3 
171.00 1.250 1.709 36.7 1.786 42.8 
142.00 1.217 1.563 28.4 1.622 33.3 
112.00 1.187 1.440 21.2 1.484 25.0 
82.50 1.159 1.337 15.4 1.371 18.3 
52.00 1.126 1.244 10.4 1.267 12.5 
26.00 1.097 1.166 6.2 1.181 7.6 
1.00 1.000 1.000 0.0 1.000 0.0 
Itsd Weight= 1.00 
tim `/tim' 
Pressure \1) Before %I)eý : lfter %Dev 
barn Naluc tuning before tuning after 
351.00 101.6 186.7 83.8 206.0 102.7 
302.00 101.6 186.7 83.8 206.0 102.7 
271.50 101.6 186.7 83.8 206.0 102.7 
231.50 101.6 186.7 83.8 206.0 102.7 
214.00 101.6 186.7 83.8 206.0 102.7 
193.00 101.6 186.7 83.8 206.0 102.7 
182.00 101.6 186.7 83.8 206.0 102.7 
171.00 101.6 184.6 81.7 205.1 101.8 
62 
142.00 86.8 140.4 61.8 155.6 79.3 
112.00 72.0 103.2 43.3 114.1 58.5 
82.50 57.1 72.4 26.7 80.0 40.0 
52.00 42.0 44.6 6.1 49.2 17.2 
26.00 28.4 22.4 -21.0 24.8 -12.8 
1.00 0.0 
Oil Urns Weight= 10.00 
kg/nr' 
I'ressure IlýIr Before '%Dcv After I)e's 
h: Ira Value tuning; before tuning after 
35100 741.6000 672.5499 -9.3 716.1202 -3.4 
302.00 736.9000 661.3358 
-10.3 703.3487 -4.6 
271.50 733.8000 653.5067 -10.9 694.4405 -5.4 
231.50 729.5000 642.0041 -12.0 681.3633 -6.6 
214.00 727.6000 636.4428 -12.5 675.0448 -7.2 
193.00 725.1000 629.2615 -13.2 666.8892 -8.0 
182.00 723.9000 625.2499 -13.6 662.3348 -8.5 
171.00 722.6000 622.9296 -13.8 658.4038 -8.9 
142 00 732.8000 655.0244 -10.6 696.7665 -4.9 
112.00 741.1000 687.1158 -7.3 735.4218 -0.8 
82.50 749.3000 718.0885 -4.2 773.0561 3.2 
52.00 759.5000 750.3826 -1.2 812.7151 7.0 
26.00 768.2000 779.9085 1.5 849.4943 10.6 
1.00 790.2000 877.2794 11.0 967.8261 22.5 
ZIaclor Weight= 1.00 
P resýllre I:. p Before '%dDcv After `/ I)ev 
haia Value tunin- before tuning; after 
142 00 0.833 0.880 5.7 0.880 5.6 
112.00 0.844 0.887 5.0 0.886 5.0 
82.50 0.859 0.899 4.6 0.898 4.6 
52.00 0.883 0.918 3.9 0.918 3.9 
26.00 0.911 0.940 3.2 0.940 3.2 
1.00 1.000 0.990 -1.0 0.990 -1.0 
I.. rsl Sla,, c is a Standard Stage 
General Itchressiun Results 
4.379E- 
Object function before tuning 01 
Object function after tuning 3.628E- 
6; 
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Corr fac 2: Crit P (bara). Max adjustment: 20.00%. 
Before tuning After tuning 
C7-C12 17.99 18.98 
C13-C15 14.73 15.55 
C16-C19 1267 13.37 
C20-C56 9.79 10.33 
C57-C80 8.77 9.26 
Corr fac 3: Acentric factor. Max adjustment: 20.00%. 
Before tuning After tuning 
C7-C12 0.4810 0.3848 
C13-C15 0.6376 0.5101 
C16-C19 0.8143 0.6514 
C20-C56 1.1752 0.9402 
C57-C80 0.4987 0.3990 
Corr fac 4: Cpen (m3/mol). Max adjustment: 50.00%. 
Before tuning After tuning 
C7-C12 0.000 0.000 
C13-C15 0.000 0.000 
C16-C19 0.000 0.000 
C20-C56 0.000 0.000 
C57-C80 0.000 0.000 
Sensitivity 
matrix. 






























Appendix (:: Calculation for FA)5 model tuned %%ith ('oats and 
Smart (1986) tuning, strategy 
Jaubert F13 Oil EOS = PR Peneloux 
Injection gas: Jaubert F13 Gas 
Combined condensing and vaporizing drive MMP calculation at 
377.55 K 
Saturation pressure 171.3019 bara 
Critical pressure 281.4551 bara 
First contact misc pressure 349.9554 bara 
Multi contact misc pressure 192.4819 bara 
Drive type 39.84281 % Vaporizing 
Lengths of key tie lines at 
MMP 
Key tie line Length 
Oil tie line 0 299988 
Crossover tie line 1 0.301969 
Crossover tie line 2 0.019607 
Crossover tie line 3 0.113678 
Crossover tie line 4 0.171129 
Crossover tie line 5 0.1848 
Crossover tie line 6 0.217208 
Crossover tie line 7 0.230456 
Crossover tie line 8 0.250608 
Crossover tie line 9 0.263167 
Crossover tie line 10 0.31815 
Crossover tie line 11 0.371964 
Crossover tie line 12 0.421682 
Gas tie line 0.544738 
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: AI)pendix II: \I\III calculation for I'. 0S model tuned with Jensen and 
StenhN (2007) tuning strategy 
Jaubert F 13 Oil EOS = PR Peneloux 
Injection gas Jaubert F13 Gas 
Combined condensing and vaporizing drive MMP calculation at 
377 55 K 
Saturation pressure 171.4724 bara 
Critical pressure 235.0015 bara 
First contact misc pressure 253.8578 bara 
Multi contact muse pressure 166.3482 bara 
Drive type 38.90582 % Vaporizing 
Lengths of key tie lines at 
MMP 
Key tie line Length 
Oil tie line 0.361387 
Crossover tie line 1 0.368234 
Crossover tie line 2 0.025591 
Crossover tie line 3 0.102455 
Crossover tie line 4 0.155051 
Crossover tie line 5 0.167379 
Crossover tie line 60 198581 
Crossover tie line 7 0.210488 
Crossover tie line 8 0.230856 
Crossover tie line 9 0.24277 
Crossover tie line 10 0.297572 
Crossover tie line 11 0.351421 
Crossover tie line 12 0.402854 
Gas tie line 0.514715 
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